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Casey Sokol, master of improv 
is York's youngest music prof

flowing continuum, which may or
may not have a reccurring pulse or Sokol’s improvisation class this 

When the art of expression is theme. As demonstrated on one of year had 14 people, with each
applied to music, it can transform a the CCMC’s albums (volume 1) student bringing an individual
stale or banal piece of music into an each piece (there’s one on each talent into the classroom. Included
imaginary journey.

Experimental and im-
provisational music are two facets in line. It is unlike most thesizer player, a professional 
of the art that are undergoing a “progressive” records one finds in rhythm and blues singer, and an 
resurgence of power within the that there appears to be no par- Indian singer. “They all come in 
York music department, with the ticular melody or bass line. A with different tastes. What do all 
help of one of the department’s trumpet may sound a few notes, these have to do with each other? 
leading proponants for im- then pause, followed by a brief sax It’s the search for a practical 
provisation. Casey Sokol, a solo, followed by another pause. mus-“ecology”, a larger frame of 
graduate of the California Institute Later on, the instruments join in reference. The more people you 
of the Arts and the University of together. To some listeners it is like add, the more frame of references 
Buffalo, has been teaching at a recorded jam session; to others it you have."
York since 1971 and is currently is a classic work of art. No matter at The 321 troupe travelled to 
being considered for tenure. He what end of the spectrum the Montreal two weekends ago for an 
teaches Contemporary listener places himself , Sokol annual Young Composers Sym- 
Improvisation 321, and at age 28, is explains that “the music comes out posium. This year the symposium, 
the department’s youngest faculty of much practice”. held at McGill University, involved
member. Sokol describes his music as s*x or seven universities, mostly

using a “rhythmicambiguity.” The ^rom Ontario and Quebec. Its
style does not present individual PurP°se was to bring together the
fragments and sections, but instead ^es^. composition produced by
displays phrases flowing into one vai"i°us music deprtments and
another. perform them. The number of

composers represented is usually
__ _ _ — itself. It’s an on-going exploration.” Last week the CCMC received a six; however, York introduced 14.RFIîlM û I HII n PÛRF RARFFR * To Sokol and his students, self - $10,000 Canada Council Touring Says Sokol, “we had 14 composers 

ULUM1 n Ul ,,LU wn,,L wnnfcfcii I expression is the key element. Arts grant to conduct a tour of on stage at once collectively and
Their music is not fragmented with Canada. Says Sokol, “we can take spontaneously - each 
different themes or movements; it as long as we like. We want to begin poser, performer, and improviser 
is one flowing entity. in December and take about two all at once.” The students made up

| “Composers always have a place weeks or so. Maybe we can find their music as they went along on 
for ambiguity because it opens other work in California ’. Cities stage, rather than performing a 
more possibilités...” Sokol has a included in the ensemble’s tour are previously written composition. 

I diciplined approach to his work, yet Montreal, Ottawa, Winnipeg, Not exactly a method Paul 
strongly believes in free ex- Calgary, Vancouver, and Victoria. Williams or Burt Bacharach are 
pression. In essence, the musician The majority of the concerts will noted for, but, claims Sokol, ‘ ‘this is 
must have a musically intellectual take place in the various 15 a traditional way of making music, 
background to remain consistant galleries in the cities similar to Late 19th century writers such as 
while at the same time he must Toronto’s St. Patrick gallery, 
contribute an equal amount of self 
expression. A blend of the two is 
what the final product should be; if 

! the artistry is more expressive than 
intellectual, it will not hold 
together.

FLAMENCO TO R&BBy MAXINE KOPEL 
and SARAH LAWLEY

tjM7Refreshments
h. side, features a variety of ins- in the musical menagerie are a 

truments, following each other classical flamenco player, a syn-/

^ h

April 3 Dr. McJazz
April 10 The Vintage Jazz Band
April 17 The A1 Lawrie Sextet
April 24 The Casa Loma Jazz Band
May I Pete Savory's Louisiana Joymakers
May 8 Jim Galloway’s Metro Stompers
May 15 The Climax Jazz Band
May 22 Harvey Silver and his Band
May 29 The Silverleaf Jazz Band
June 5 The Hook and Ladder Six
June 12 Jim McHarg’s Midnight Special
June 19 Jim Galloway’s Metro Stompers

i

Harbourfront SELF - EXPRESSION 
Sokol’s ideas of music do not 

coincide with the more con
ventional modes: His music invites

235 Queen's Quay West. Vi mile west of the ferry docks. 
For details call 369-4951

self expression.
“Music is not obliged to return to

WITH was com-

SUMMER CAMP AT 
BROWNDALE

— An organization for emotionally disturbed children.
i

Bach and Beethoven did this.”
I PERMANENT Child care Staff and Trainee positions available im

mediately in: Barrie, Haliburton, Huntsville, Midland, Newmarket, 
North Bay, Peterborough, and Thunder Bay.

| SUMMER ONLY POSITIONS: Begin June 1, with one month pre- 
| camp training in one of the above centres. Camp located in Hali- 
| burton. Camping experience necessary. Minimum age 20.

I University background is desirable, but ability to relate to children is 
| deciding factor.
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FINE LINE

“There’s a fine line between 
experimenting and self indulgence.
It’s a question of not denying 
anything.... everyone has a 
background, training, and 
repetoire. It’s a question of 
bringing things into context, 
especially with other musicians so 
they can begin to see a design and 

I formal elements of syle... how 
styles relate to each other.
“In the experimental part of it, 

x we’re encouraging students and 
finding people willing to forego the 
incredible attraction of fixed 
frames of reference. ’ ’

The Canadian Creative Music 
Collecitve, a group of six musicians
Sokol performs with, compose their _nil ..
music as they perform it. Each Through a magazine called FAR FROM iMPULMs
musician reflects a different Parallélogramme, interested folks Sokol feels that “education takes 
background and training. can find out who will be playing you as far as possible from the

The group does most of its where and when in upcoming creative impulse. Most lose it 
practicing, performing, and months. The magazine, which is forever.” He sees the duty of a 
recording at the Canadian Creative still in the process of establishing dedicated teacher as placing 
Music Gallery. Located at 30 St. itself, also explains what the emphasis on the student’s 
Patrick St., the CCMG, which galleries are like, talks about creativity, rather than solely on the 
opened in January, 1975, has three equipment, and other shop talk. technical exponent. “I was ex
resident musicians from 10-5 When the CCMC is in concert the tremely fortunate that my first 
daily who will perform with anyone group’s attention spans farther piano teacher tought me how to 
who saunters in with their in- than its stage performance. “One of read, interpret music, as well as

the most unusual things about a show me a systematic approach to 
concert,” maintains Sokol, “is improvisation... Lessons often feed 

The public is welcome to use the watching the audience.” In the one part and starve the other.” 
recording facilites as well. The midst of the rhythmic complexities However, he is optimistic about 
gallery has a regular late night “people are doing a completely York’s music department. “It’s 
series of visiting artists on different beat. We take the boxes progressing...it’s mounting a 
Saturday nights with an occasional away that help supply the struc- graduate program which focuses 
Sunday afternoon thrown in. The ture.” on a specialty of the department.
CCMC performs Tuesday and One misconception, Sokol points This allows the student to view all 
Fridays at 9. However, rock and out, happens when people go to musical activity going on. This is 
roll diehards and good old coun- concerts. They anticipate an very unusual for graduate study 
try folkies may not receive a evening of total enjoyment and which is mostly directed to 
showery welcome. carry high expectations of what the historical musicology. The whole
“There is a bias towards the concert may hold in store for them, bias at York for contemporary 

experimental,” explains Sokol. "If you get thirty seconds of magic concerns makes it, for me, a lively 
Other styles of music already have out of a concert, then you’re program.” 
homes they can turn to, and by ahead.” The musical feeling must As a matter of fact, York is one of 
catering to the already - too- arrive naturally, with no the few academic institutions of- 
familiar musical modes, the CCMC systematic effort on the part of the fering improvisation. In what Sokol 
gallery would be denying ex- listener. Sokol elaborates to say describes as a “friendly home,” he 
perimental music. that if an entire concert produced a says of York, “it’s a relaxed at-

FLOWING CONTINUUM so-called musical high, it would be mosphere. This department is 
The ensemble’s music is a too intense, anyway. willing to search out new methods."
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REPLY in writing to: 
Personnel office 
Browndale (Ontario)
P.O. Box 2204, Station P 
Toronto, Ontario MBS 2T2 
or CALL: 416-923-7430
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wJOHN SEXTON'S X

PREPARATION CENTER
FOR CANADIAN STUDENTS

• SUPERIOR FACULTY
• SPECIALIZED INSTRUCTION 

Et CURRICULUM
• EXTENSIVE HOME STUDY 

EXERCISES
struments.

REGULAR SERIES

GUARANTEE: IF YOU ARE DISSATISFIED WITH YOUR LSAT 
SCORE AFTER TAKING OUR COURSE YOU MAY ENROLL IN 
COURSE AGAIN AT NO ADDITIONAL COST

NEXT WEEKEND COURSE
JULY 9-10

THINK AHEAD NOW FOR THE SUMMER. 
CONTA CT US FOR FREE INFORMA TION KIT.

Classes begin Sat. July 9, 9 a m.

Sheraton Four Seasons Hotel Center 
Downtown Toronto, Ontario

FOR REGISTRATION AND INFORMATION

(416) - 630-4602 (24 hrs.)CALL


